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People look at sausages and meat products, produced by local farmers, during a food fair in
Krasnoyarsk, Sept. 20.

In an ambitious plan that will demand substantial investment and state support, the Russian
government intends to replace 65 percent of imported meat, 30 percent of dairy and 30
percent of imported vegetables with domestic goods by 2020, according to an order published
Wednesday on the government's website.

Politicians have promised a renaissance in Russian agriculture ever since Russia in August
banned imports of meat products, fish, fruit, vegetables and dairy from countries with
sanctions against Russia over the crisis in Ukraine.

The bans hit consumers first: Combined with the steady devaluation of the ruble, the rising
price of these key food groups pushed inflation up to 8 percent in September, according
to Rosstat, with prices showing no sign of falling soon.
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Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev has frequently referred to the bans as an opportunity
to lower Russia's dependence on imports of foreign food, a stance he reiterated Wednesday
at an agricultural expo in Moscow.

At the expo, Medvedev announced that he has already confirmed a "roadmap" on import
substitution for 2014-15, TASS reported.

The roadmap includes measures for more efficient use of agricultural land and improvements
in veterinary and phytosanitary monitoring. Implementing these plans will allow Russia
to reduce imports of meat from 21.6 percent to 7.7 percent, imports of milk and dairy products
from 23.6 to 16.6 percent, and imports of vegetables from 14.6 to 10.1 percent by 2020,
according to the government order.

Food market analysts and industry players told The Moscow Times previously that Russia's
agricultural production can in fact be substantially increased — but only if it receives
substantial investment and carefully administered state support over a period of at least five
years.

Medvedev said that extra state funds had been allocated for the support of agriculture despite
Russia's "difficult and extremely strict budget," but did not name the sum involved, TASS
reported.
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